Abstract
Introduction
Collaborative applications such as conferencing, shared virtual workspaces, or multi-player games rely on multi-source multicast functionality. Recently, this functionality has been used in contexts such as peer-topeer resource discovery or resource monitoring [2] . Limited native multicast support in the Internet [3] and application-specific requirements (e.g., reliability, message stream semantics) make application overlays an attractive alternative to IP-layer multicast. Application overlays [4] employ participating end-systems to implement functionality not provided by the underlying communication layer or to improve the characteristics of services provided by lower network layers. When providing multicast functionality, overlays serve as support for extracting dissemination trees used to send data from each source to all destinations.
Two broad classes of overlays have emerged, differentiated by the existence of global rules (or the lack of thereof) that restrict their geometry. Unstructured overlays allow unrestricted interaction patterns between participating nodes, while structured overlays impose global, regular structures. Intuitively, unstructured overlays are less expensive to create and maintain and are more flexible to map on inherently heterogeneous sets of end-nodes linked by diverse physical network topologies [5] . However, existing solutions for multi-source multicast based on unstructured overlays have limited scalability or incur large overheads [6] . On the other side, the scalability advantage offered by structured overlays is offset by less efficient usage of underlying network resources and high protocol complexity [7] .
The structured vs. unstructured overlay debate is particularly relevant in a data-distribution context because of the tension between scalability and efficient network usage. To inform this debate, we address the problem of multisource multicast and propose a simple self-organizing solution based on unstructured overlays and we extensively evaluate it against the best alternatives proposed so far. Although novel as a whole solution, the multi-source multicast infrastructure we propose builds on traditional, building blocks. We have reached this design in our quest for simplicity. We use recently proposed heuristics to build and optimize an unstructured base overlay. On top of it, we use flood-and-prune techniques to select efficient, source-specific data distribution trees: we use the implicit information contained in the duplicate messages filter out redundant overlay paths. The result is a self-adaptive, self-organizing system that performs better than alternative solutions along different performance metrics. In the following, we refer to the resulting Unstructured Multi-source Multicast solution as UMM. This solution:
has low complexity: it relies on soft-state and passive data collection to extract multicast dissemination trees and adapt to physical network dynamics. is self-organizing: independent decisions made at each node based on partial, local information result in desired global system behavior. is scalable with the number of sources and independent of the number of participants.
recovers quickly from significant failures and adapts to changes in underlying network topology with minimal disruption to the service offered. is independent of the topology of the base overlay and of the mechanisms used to build it which makes it reusable in a wide array of situations.
This work makes multiple contributions. First, we combine a number of traditional, distributed systems techniques to build a simple, efficient data dissemination solution presented in Section 2. Second, and more importantly, we show, via extensive experimental evaluations presented in Section 3 that although UMM uses a low-complexity protocol and nodes maintain little state, it is more efficient than alternative solutions. Third, we identify optimal overlay layouts and use them to quantify the overheads introduced by UMM and alternative solutions. This offers an upper bound for potential gains achievable through better overlay mapping algorithms. Fourth, we present an empirical method for choosing the parameters that drive the tradeoff between agility to adapt and stability, a tradeoff faced by all adaptive systems.
Architecture and Protocols
This section presents challenges and success metrics associated with building a self-organizing multicast overlay and briefly presents UMM design. a complete description of UMM techniques is presented in [8] .
Challenges and Success Metrics
The key challenges and the corresponding performance metrics are: i.) Efficient usage of underlying network resources.
Since application-level multicast overlays are implemented on top of IP, their efficiency should be compared with that of IP-multicast. An efficient dissemination tree minimizes: (1) relative delay penalty (RDP), defined as the ratio between the message propagation delay in the overlay and in the underlying network; and (2) network stress, which is the number of duplicate messages generated due to mapping multiple overlay tunnels over the same physical link. These metrics are defined with respect to a common IP-layer multicast base and have been traditionally used to evaluate multicast solutions. 
Solution Overview
We design UMM as a best effort service, with minimal dependence on centralized components, minimal state at each participating host, and targeting medium scale groups with thousands rather than millions of sources. UMM builds two layers: the base overlay and the source-specific multicast distribution trees.
i.) The Base Overlay. UMM uses relatively simple heuristics to build and maintain the base overlay: the aim is simply to include efficient distribution trees that can be later selected by the upper layer. While the base overlay is initially random, nodes optimize it incrementally, an approach common to other systems. In keeping with our decentralization and self-organization design principles, nodes decide independently based only on local information what overlay tunnels to add or delete. As in Shen et al. [9] , nodes maintain a fixed proportion P short (defaulting at 50%) of their tunnels short, i.e., to nearby nodes, and the other tunnels long, to distant nodes. We use a latency threshold D short to discriminate between short and long tunnels. At fixed time intervals, a node runs an optimizer task that randomly selects a small subset of participating nodes, evaluates new tunnels, and replaces its worst tunnel with a new one, if better. We limit changes to one tunnel replacement per iteration. Short tunnels are optimized for latency: that is, a node replaces its worst short tunnel if a new shorter tunnel is found. Long tunnels are optimized for bandwidth: that is, a node replaces its worst long tunnel if it finds a new tunnel with better bandwidth. To avoid oscillations due to measurement errors or variations in network conditions, a threshold is used when deciding whether to replace an existing tunnel. ii.) Extracting Efficient Dissemination Trees. UMM extracts efficient, source-specific dissemination trees using the implicit information from duplicate messages resulting from flooding. The key idea is that an initial flooding stage allows each node to infer the properties of the base overlay just by detecting duplicate messages: duplicates arrive on paths with worse properties than those taken by the first message. Once duplicates are detected, this information can be used to filter out redundant paths for efficient message dissemination.
Experimental Evaluation
This section presents experiments that evaluate UMM techniques described above and the effectiveness of our UMM implementation: We have performed extensive controlled experiments in an emulated network environment (ModelNet [10] ) that allow us to compare UMM with IP-layer multicast and with alternative solutions using relative delay penalty and network stress metrics. These experiments have three goals: First, we compare the quality of the dissemination trees produced by UMM with that of trees built by alternative approaches. Second, we estimate the cost of self-organization: we benefit from having full information on the network topology and we compare UMM-generated dissemination trees with optimal trees generated by heuristics using global topological knowledge. Finally, we test UMM ability to operate and adapt when the set of participating nodes is dynamic. The rest of this paper presents the results on the first experiment. Our technical report [8] presents in detail all these experiments as well as experiments on PlanetLab, a live testbed. End-hosts are attached randomly to stub level routers. Overlay nodes then are picked randomly from these hosts. In the experiments presented in this section, for each overlay size we ran ten simulations on ten different physical network topologies. Each topology has 4,040 backbone routers. Simulated overlay size varies from 64 to 1,024 nodes.
ii.) Evaluating Relative Delay Penalty and Network Stress. To compare the quality of the dissemination trees produced by UMM with that of trees built by alternative approaches, we use two sets of comparisons: First, we perform a head-to-head comparison of UMM with Macedon-generated implementations of alternative approaches running on the same emulation platform. Second, we compare UMM performance with that of alternative approaches as reported in a previous simulation-based study by Jain et. al [1] . In this latter comparison, we use ModelNet and attempt to reproduce the physical topologies used in [1] in order to offer a meaningful comparison base. Due to limited space and qualitatively similar results we present here only the results of this latter set of experiments. . Jain considered three unstructured overlays (Narada [11] , Nice [12] , and a power-law overlay that is mapped randomly on the physical topology) and structured overlays employing various mapping heuristics. Figures 1 and 2 summarize the results of this comparison for overlays varying from 64 to 1024 nodes. These results show that UMM generally performs at least as well as other alternatives: The 90%-tile RDP offered by UMM is better than that obtained using realistic structured overlays (i.e., structured overlays that do not assume a global view when mapping on the physical network). Compared to solutions that assume global view for optimization (such as Narada and the idealized structured overlays), the 90%-tile RDP offered by UMM is slightly higher, thus worse (Figure 1) . In all experiments UMM offers lower (thus better) maximum link stress than Narada, structured overlays, and naïve flooding on power-law random graphs (Figure 2 ). In summary, these experiments support two conclusions: First, we show that it is possible for passive data collection and local decisions to extract efficient multicast data dissemination from unstructured overlays. Second, we demonstrate that although UMM uses significantly simpler heuristics than those used by alternative solutions, the data dissemination trees extracted have better or comparable performance.
Conclusions
UMM, the self-organizing, adaptive multi-source multicast system we propose, is based on a simple approach to extracting source-specific multicast trees from an unstructured overlay. This solution offers two important properties: first, it decouples the overlay construction and maintenance mechanism from the tree-extraction mechanism, allowing for separate component optimization. Second, it relies on soft-state and passive data collection to adapt to the dynamics of the physical network, resulting in low protocol complexity and low overheads.
Experimental and analytical evaluations demonstrate low communication overhead, efficient network usage compared to alternative solutions, and ability to adapt quickly to network changes and recover from node failures. Direct experimental comparisons with alternative solutions implemented by other researchers and deployed on ModelNet along with comparisons with previously published results support our claim that the dissemination trees produced by UMM have better characteristics (better RDP for similar stress) than those built by alternative approaches. Additionally, the performance degradation brought by the simple UMM heuristics based on local information is small when compared with heuristics that employ global topology information to extract optimized dissemination trees. Finally, we demonstrated the ability of UMM to operate in dynamic environments and adapt when the set of participating nodes is dynamic.
Most importantly, we show that a low-complexity design can lead to a self-organizing, scalable, and adaptive overlay with performance generally better than that offered by more sophisticated solutions and, additionally, with low overheads compared to idealized solutions based on global resource views. Reduced complexity is a highly desirable property of distributed, large-scale systems. When two mechanisms offer similar efficiency for comparable costs, the discriminating factor is complexity. Additionally, in production environments an increasing premium is placed on deployable, manageable, in other words simple systems.
